
Bloomfield Human Services - SD VE/Alternate list 55,500 GSF OPTION 7/10/2017

Potential Construction Cost reductions: value comments bid alternate?

1 Exterior wall construction: change from cmu back up to mtl stud/gwb. Foundation wall 

depth reduced. 70,000

2 flat roof on 2 story
0 (not recommmend: $16,638)

3 EIFS ilo Stonelite Panels ($60 sf material is too much, assuming 20sf allowance for 10,500sf)

460,446

4 Reduce quantity of VAV boxes from 68 to 45.  Offices will share control of hvac .
70,000

5 100k Allowance for feature wall design inplace of full wood paneling priced at approx 

240,000 140,000

6 Courtyard fit out as a Bid Alternate
200,000

Defer pavers, play structure, planters, tables. keep some shade trees yes

7 Delete greeting desks.  Provide as FFE if budget allows.
23,600

8 Updated plan option - 55,500 gsf
665,500 reduce building size from 58,250 to approx 55,500 sf.

9 further reduce another 1,000 sf.  Alternate layout options to further consolidate building 

size. (-271000) 0 all SF reductions in #8 above

10 Delete stone dust path North and east of future fields.   Bid Alternate
29,000 yes

11 eliminate folding partitions in Activity rooms & YEZ/RR. (3 total partitions). Bid Alternate
50,000 provide as partition walls.  Can be changes at end of project yes

12 Delete monumental stairs
0  

13 Change interior walls to gwb from CMU, except in gym and maintenance area.
100,000

14 Eliminate building signs (Town is providing standard town sign)
30,000

15 Eliminate flag pole.  DPW requested no flag pole.
0 4500

16 Eliminate lightning protection.  Confirm not required for systems / function of building.  Bid 

Alternate 30,000 Not required for building function.  Low priority item.
yes

17 eliminate sound systems from assembly spaces.  Audio system still in MP room.
0 33000

18 Change timber guard rail to 4' fence.
45,900

19 Move utilities in building closer to Park Ave, reduces site trenching.
42,000

20 Reduce CT wall tile in bathrooms - provide on wet walls only, up to 5'
25,000

21 Eliminate field drainage
0 (800 LF pipe): 30,000

22 Infill courtyard with program… reduces exterior wall area for same size building.
0

23 no pool footprint, reduce paving 
53,000

24 Do not re-establish 2 of 3 playfields, leave as lawn only.  Bid Alternate
40,000

25 Open landscaped storm basin vs buried structure
100,000 provide a safe, natural looking water detention area on site

26 eliminate 2nd level: saves cost of elevator / stairs
0 124400

27 Eliminate site consideration for future pool: reduces site distrubance by approx 1.5 acres
15,000

28 Option to not demo Existing building and surrounding parking. (eliminate cost of haz-mat, 

buidling demo, limited site demo, and site restoration) 0 1932552 Project cost savings: $2,396,364

29 change Porcelian tile flooring to Carpet or LVT. Bid Alternate
117,600 Carpet or LVT is preferred over Porcelian regardless. yes

30 Change rtu's to packaged gas fired and reduce size of boiler to only handle vav reheat
50,000

31 remove redundant boiler and pumps for hydronic hot water system
39,500

32 Remove trap primers, utilize trap seals.
10,000

33 PVC piping for all underground Sanitary and Storm
15,000

34 Plenum rated Fire Alarm cable, ilo pipe and wire
27,000

35 MC cable for branch circuits from first device out. Limit pipe and wire.
20,000

36 reduce glazing: make exterior storefront windows smaller, reduce 1200sf.  Change to eifs 

wall system. 0 not recommended, reduces daylight & alters desired appearance/design

37 reduce built in Millwork: 108 LF of base / counter and wall cabinets.  BID Alternate
48,600 Can be purchased at end of project to substituted with furniture yes

38 reduce site plantings (site plan shows 67 large trees around parking, reduce to 40.  Reduce 

small ground cover plantings around building by 50%). 15,000

39 Simplify Gym roof structure.
0 not recommend due to appearance of exterior 

40 Change brick veneer on gym / north portion of building to cmu veneer /eifs
0 not desired change for exterior of building

Estimate corrections:
A Entry mat unit price ($7/sf)

28,000

B vapor mitigation sf adjustment (reduce by 10k sf)
30,000

total potential savings (sub-total) 2,590,146

approx w/ burden: (sub-total x % increases) 2,948,448

Potential Project Cost reductions:

PC 1 eliminate FFE budget
342,000 use any leftover project cont $'s 

pc 2 eliminate OPM fee
0 200000

pc 3 reduce fee contingency
50,000 At this time, most fees have been set

pc 4 delete rendering allowance
10,000 not required for project

total project cost savings: 402,000

Grand total all accepted savings: $3,350,448


